
balance

designed by 
Natuzzi Design Center 

The perfect Balance between fine 
Italian craftsmanship and hi-tech 
comfort - adjustable headrests on 
each seat, integrated lower-back 
cushions, recliner functions and an 
exclusive Audio System (available 
upon request) with loudspeakers 
integrated into the sofa which can 
be activated via Bluetooth.



features

by Natuzzi Design Center 
Sofa available in linear and corner versions. 
Two different seat widths that let you 
choose the one best suited to your needs.

Relax functions
Adjustable headrest on each seat, 
including corner seats, to satisfy all 
comfort requirements.
Built-in lumbar cushions for excellent 
lower-back support. Soft Touch system 
available on each seat, controlled by a 
button located between the seat and 
the armrest: a single touch activates 
the recliner function, opening the 
seat, backrest and footrest. Watch TV 
comfortably even when lying down. The 
Zero Wall space-saving system means the 
recliner function works without the need to 
move the sofa away from the back wall.

Additional options
Audio system with built-in, bluetooth-
enabled speakers (available on 3-seater 
and recliner-function sofas).
The armrest features refined leather 
details that can either match the colour of 
the fabric or contrast with it.

Coverings
Coverings in fabric or Natuzzi leather, 
available in over 200 colours.

Feet height 
4.0 cm | 1.6’’

feet available in  
wood finishes 
 -walnut 
 -wengé



The exclusive 
Soft-Touch 
mechanism allows 
you to customise 
your experience 
and make it your 
own special haven 
of relaxation. 



Armchair
H75/95 - W119 - D108 cm
H30/37 - W47 - D43’’

Three-seater sofa
H75/95 - W 304 - D108 cm
H30/37 - W120 - D43’’

Sectional with end unit
H75/95 - W319 - D249 cm
H30/37 - W126 - 98’’

Sectional with chaise
H75/95 - W319 - D 403 cm
H30/37 - W126 - D 159’’

The incredibly versatile design 
of the Balance sofa allows for 
personalisation so you can 
achieve a result that suits 
your style, space and comfort 
requirements down to the ground. 

Here are some suggested 
arrangements. 

Sectional
H75/95 - W319 - D235 cm
H30/37 - W126 - D 92’’
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